Alternative splicing confers the human genome complexity by increasing the diversity of expressed mRNAs. Hundreds or thousands of splicing regions have been identified through differential alternative splicing analysis of high-throughput datasets. However, it is hard to explain the functional impact of each splicing event. Protein domain formation and nonsense-mediated decay are considered the main functional features of splicing. However, other functional features such as miRNA target sites, phosphorylation sites and single-nucleotide variations are directly affected by alternative splicing and affect downstream function. Hence, we established ASpedia: a comprehensive database for human alternative splicing annotation, which encompasses a range of functions, from genomic annotation to isoformspecific function (ASpedia, http://combio.snu.ac.kr/ aspedia). The database provides three features: (i) genomic annotation extracted from DNA, RNA and proteins; (ii) transcription and regulation elements analyzed from next-generation sequencing datasets; and (iii) isoform-specific functions collected from known and published datasets. The ASpedia web application includes three components: an annotation database, a retrieval system and a browser specialized in the identification of human alternative splicing events. The retrieval system supports multiple AS event searches resulting from high-throughput analysis and the AS browser comprises genome tracks. Thus, ASpedia facilitates the systemic annotation of the functional impacts of multiple AS events.
INTRODUCTION
Alternative splicing (AS) events can be estimated from ∼95% of multi exon human genes, and these confer functional diversity to the gene (1) . Various cases of AS events have been reported to play key roles in molecular and cellular functions (2) . Currently, AS events are inferred mainly using exon tiling microarray or RNA-Seq. Highthroughput platform analysis focuses on precise statistical model development to estimate differential AS (3) (4) (5) . Although many statistical methods have been proposed, the functional impacts of many AS event sites remain unknown. To understand the functionality of AS, protein evidences such as protein domain loss and nonsensemediated decay (NMD) have been used. For example, a stand-alone application, AltAnalyze, tests differential splicing and integrates the splicing events with protein domains, miRNA-binding sites, molecular interactions or pathways (6) . SpliceR is an R package that can be used to predict protein coding potential and NMD (7) . Exon ontology (EX-ONT) offers functional impact terms derived from various protein features, and PoSAS identifies functional protein structures from splicing sites and isoforms (8, 9) . Several AS databases such as ASAP II, ASD and H-DBAS have been established for non-protein evidence, including splicing event classification and cross-species conservation (10) (11) (12) . Tissue and disease-specific splicing events have also been cataloged in TCGASpliceSeq and ASPA II (10, 13) . These applications predict protein activities induced by AS. However, the functional impact of AS is not determined only by the protein domain or protein-coding potential.
Recently, novel clues for AS functionality have accumulated in various genomic domains. Functional phosphorylation sites and subcellular localization on AS sites have been systemically investigated in epithelial-mesenchymal transition cells and breast cancer cell lines (8) . Isoformspecific protein interaction network has been built at a genome-wide level (14) . AU-rich repeat elements of 3 UTR retained intron of beta-catenin have been shown to influ- ence the stability of the human beta-catenin mRNA (15) . miRNA let-7D binds to the splicing site of 3 UTR of DMT1, and the miRNA controls its regulation (16) . Variants or point mutations that affect splicing have been systematically predicted (17) . To reveal these novel functional features induced by AS, we need a database expansion to annotate AS events and a retrieval system to query splicing sites.
Here, we introduce ASpedia, a comprehensive human AS database encompassing genomic features, as well as isoform-level functions. Genomic features associated with the functional impact of AS were investigated from DNA, RNA and protein sequences. Large-scale transcriptional regulation and its elements were also integrated. ASpedia supports a retrieval system that identifies unique AS IDs and a browser to visualize each AS event. The retrieval system can also be used for searching multiple AS sites from the results of differential AS analysis using RNA-Seq. We believe that ASpedia could be an extensive annotation application and a powerful search tool. More details, a user manual, and statistics are provided on the ASpedia web site (http://combio.snu.ac.kr/aspedia).
DATABASE OVERVIEW
ASpedia database was established from the integration of AS events inferring from gene models and associated annotation dataset. The integration steps are shown in Figure 1A . First, human genome GRCh37 Ensembl release 82 and RefSeq release 105 were prepared as reference gene model, we identifies AS events using AStalavista (18) . Then, the events were classified into five types: alternative 3 splice site (A3SS), alternative 5 splice site (A5SS), skipping exon (SE), mutual exclusive exon (MXE) and retained intron (RI). Functional annotation information associated with AS events was collected from various datasets: DNA, mRNA, protein, mRNA regulation and isoform-specific function.
The characteristics and mining status of each annotation dataset are described in next section. Annotation dataset shown Figure 1A left items include genomic coordinate information. These items have to exist in particular AS region. For example, functional miRNA-binding site depending on AS should locate in exclusion or inclusion exon. Therefore, we designed filtering strategy that genomic co- ordinate of annotation item precisely belongs to particular region shown in Figure 1B . The rest annotation dataset, mRNA regulation and isoform-specific function were simply identified by mapping with isoform IDs or AS event Ids. Specific filtering strategy and ID mapping status for each AS annotation item are described in next section. ASpedia database was finally constructed after proceeding annotation data selection step. The overall database components and workflow are shown in Figure 1A and the status and counts of the databases are summarized in Table 1 .
Genomic annotation of AS event regions
The genomic annotation database was extracted from DNA, RNA and protein sequences. All functional sequences around splicing sites were collected. We then eliminated noise sequences to avoid conferring AS specificity. The filtering strategies are categorized in three cases, as shown in Figure 1B . First, a splicing region filtering strategy selects genomic sequences around the exon boundary (±2). Variants belong to this type. Repeats, miRNAbinding sites, protein domains and post-translational modification (PTM) sites play a functional role in only inclusion or exclusion exon regions. These belong to the intraexon region filtering case as shown in Figure 1B . The splicing regulatory region shown in Figure 1B indicates regions that could affect the splicing regulatory machinery. The details for establishing each annotation database are described below.
• Evolutionary conservation: we calculated the conservation scores in terms of average score from exons and introns in AS structure. The original data were obtained from phastCons100ways and phastConst45ways of the UCSC genome browser (19) . The scores for datasets of primates, placental mammals and vertebrates were calculated separately.
• Variants: single nucleotide variants (SNVs) and somatic mutations around donor and acceptor sites that affect splicing were investigated from dbSNP v138 and COS-MIC v77 (20, 21) . We supplied disease-associated SNVs to irregulate splicing from SPIDEX (17) . The result was also integrated into this category.
• miRNA-binding sites: we referred to the results of targetScan prediction from the UCSC genome browser. The miRNA binding sites were considered to overlap with 3 UTR regions.
• Repeat sequences: we collected five repeat databases from the UCSC genome browser: interrupted Rpts, Microsatellite, RepeatMasker, SelfChain and Simple Repeats (19) . RepeatMasker provides 10 different classes of repeats. All repeat sequences were filtered using the splicing regulation region filtering strategy and repeat sequence size. The cut-off of repeat sequence size was decided by confirming the distribution described in Supplementary Section 1 and Figure S1 .
• NMD sites: NMD sites were inferred from known and novel stop-codons located >50 nt upstream of the 3 -end of the splice-generated exon-exon junction. Known stop-codons were inferred using the gene model data, and novel stop codons were inferred from nonsense mutations in dbSNP and COSMIC.
• Protein domains: Pfam domains were investigated for all transcript sequences (22) . To match with AS events, each domain was represented as its genomic coordinate. Next, we extracted domains that overlapped with AS regions using the intra-exon filtering strategy.
• PTM sites: nine types of PTM sites were collected from phosphoSitePlus (23) . Only PTMs in the intra-exon region were suggested to confer functional impact.
Transcriptional regulation and its elements
To establish a database for transcriptional regulation, we investigated tissue-specific differential AS events and splicing regulatory elements known as RNA-binding protein from various NGS platforms. Tissue-specific AS events were collected from the EBI ArrayExpress RNA-Seq (Accession ID E-MTAB-1733) (24) . We built up a RNA-Seq alignment pipeline by referring to hg19. This dataset of 26 tissues from 241 samples was aligned using STAR after read quality trimming using Trimmomatic (25, 26) . A representative AS event measurement, percent spliced-in index (PSI), signifies the exon inclusion percentage corresponding to the AS event. The PSI value for each tissue was estimated by rMATS (27) . The ASpedia database supports transcription regulatory element information including splicing factors to elucidate splicing machinery. RBP NGS datasets (RIP-Seq and CLIP-Seq) were collected from the ENCODE project. The status of the RBP dataset is summarized in Table 2 . The specific RBP analysis workflow is described in Supplementary Section 2 and Figure S2 . Three peak calling methods were used for each platform (28) (29) (30) . The results were filtered out based on the P-value, peak length, RPKM and splicing regulation region filtering strategy. Peak length and RPKM cut-offs were decided based on the length distribution for each of the platforms shown in Supplementary Figure S3 .
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Isoform-specific functions
The protein interaction and subcellular localization are characterized at the isoform level. An isoform-specific protein interaction database was integrated from genome-wide yeast two-hybrids and the protein interaction database iRefIndex (14, 31, 32) . The subcellular localization data were collected from UniProt. We converted promiscuous IDs of raw datasets to Ensembl and RefSeq transcript IDs. Finally, we matched the transcript IDs of an isoform-specific function database to the corresponding transcript IDs of AS events. Over 2300 and 1300 RefSeq genes were found for protein interaction and subcellular localization, respectively.
SYSTEM OVERVIEW
The ASpedia system contains three main components: an annotation database, a retrieval system and a browser. The system can be queried using two input formats, shown in Figure 2A . In the annotation database, we defined key AS IDs originating from chromosomal position without any gene model dependency and the keys have one-to-one relationships with AS events. These IDs can be used to search AS events and annotate relevant information. The file-based search allows the user to explore multiple AS event sites. The system requires a BED format file, including matched AS IDs. The file-based AS event query is suitable for annotating differential AS analysis results of RNASeq. Furthermore, our system supports the file converter for RNA-Seq differential AS analysis results. The converter makes several program results to the ASpedia BED format. The converter jar execution file is downloadable from the ASpedia web site, and it is developed under Java version 1.6. Specific usage to query differential alternative splicing analysis results is described in the Supplementary Section 3, Figure S4 -5 and web site manual. Thus, users can easily prepare ASpedia input files. The gene symbol-based search mode requires only the gene name list as the input. ASpedia searches all saved AS events for the input genes. Search results are categorized and visualized in the ASpedia browser. The mapping annotation status and the search result count are summarized in the first result web page. The search results can be confirmed in the left side panel of ASpedia, and the list can be selected using the different filtering options shown in Figure 2B . Each AS event can be visualized in the browser panel with basic genomic information. Gene-tracks are extensible depending on genomic annotation and RBP peak datasets. PSI values of tissue-specific AS events and isoform-specific function are represented in the heatmap figure. The user can also download annotation results in a tab-delimited text file format and get all AS browser figures via e-mail. The detailed user manual is available on ASpedia web site.
DISCUSSION
ASpedia offers an alternative splicing annotation system integrating heterogeneous genomic information. The database includes unique novel contents like isoformspecific protein interaction as well as fundamental information like protein domains. To support user convenience, each annotated AS event is presented as genome track figure in the AS browser. An additional advantage is the ability to query multiple AS events estimated from differential AS analysis using RNA-Seq. Finally, our AS annotation result supports crucial evidence to decide the functional impact of AS.
ASpedia was established to support gene models for Ensembl and RefSeq. These gene models confer data source dependency to construct the database. ASpedia has a limitation to identify custom gene models or novel exons. GEN-CODE or UCSC Known gene shares considerable gene models with Ensembl and RefSeq, but a few unique AS events existing in custom gene models remain missing. To reduce user data loss by gene model dependency, we will extend the database to include well-known gene models, and consider adding human genome version hg18 and GRCh39.
Known isoform-specific protein interactions were relatively unrevealed; therefore, published dataset are insufficient. Hence, isoform-specific functions are rarely collected in the ASpedia database. In the next update, we plan to quantitatively and qualitatively complement isoformspecific function. Several prediction algorithms or novel analysis approaches can be considered for updating this database, such as subcellular localization prediction (8, 33) .
Despite the functional importance and diversity of human AS events, approaches for the functional investigation of AS events at the genome-wide level are insufficient. ASpedia resolves this issue. We believe that ASpedia can be an excellent tool for understanding and studying the functional impact of AS at the genome scale. In further studies, we plan to maintain and expand this database with well-characterized protein features and disease-specific transcript regulation.
